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Greek Alphabet Oracle, aka The Limyran Oracle               
Short & To-the-Point List of Meanings 

 

When using the Greek Alphabet for divinatory purposes, each letter has a rather cryptic proverb attached to it, and from 

that, the inquirer is left to interpret their fortune. Some of these predictive sentences will demand much thought, for their 

phrasing leaves open the possibility of more than one meaning.  

The translation of these Fortunes is as follows: 

Alpha: : “The God (Apollo) says you will do everything successfully.”  

Beta: B: “With the help of Tyche (Fortune) you will have an assistant, the Pythian (Apollo).” 

Gamma: “Gaia (Earth) will give you the ripe fruit of your labors.” 

Delta: : “In customs inopportune, strength is weak.” 

Epsilon: : “You desire to see the offspring of righteous marriages.” 

Zeta: Z : “Flee the very great storm, lest you be disabled in some way.” 

Eta: H : “Bright Helios (Sun), who watches everything, watches you.” 

Theta: : “You have the helping Gods of this path.” 

Iota: I : “There is sweat; it excels more than anything.” 

Kappa: K : “To fight with the waves is difficult; endure, friend.” 

Lambda: : “The one passing on the left bodes well for everything.” 

Mu: M : “It is necessary to labor, but the change will be admirable.” 

Nu: N : “The strife-bearing gift fulfills the oracle.” 

Xi: : “There is no fruit to take from a withered shoot.” 

Omicron: : “There are no crops to be reaped  that were not sown.” 

Pi: : “Completing many contests you will seize the crown.” 

Rho: P : “You will go on more easily if you wait a short time.” 

Sigma: “Phoibos (Apollo) speaks plainly—Stay, friend.” 

Tau: T : “You will have a parting from the companions now around you.” 

Upsilon: : “The affair holds a noble undertaking.” 

Phi: : “Having done something carelessly, you will thereafter blame the Gods.” 

Chi: : “Succeeding, friend, you will fulfill a golden oracle.” 

Psi: : “You have this righteous judgement from the Gods.” 

Omega: : “You will have a difficult harvest season, not a useful one.” 
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The Greek Alphabet Oracle (aka, The Limyran Oracle) 

An Annotated List of Meanings 

Any, all, or only one of the stated meanings or associations here may apply in any way, shape or form to your situation.                

Tailor your interpretation accordingly. 

Alpha–  (Gematrian number value-1): “The God [Apollo] says you will do everything successfully.”  A clear oracle of suc-

cess; you will experience good fortune,  achieve your goal, your projects will turn out well, any gamble you take at this time will pay 

off.  In traditional Gematria, the number 1 represents passion, ambition, and design. 

According to Nigel Pennick, Alpha also has the meaning of ‘bull’ or ‘cattle’, which can be interpreted as representing mobile wealth. 

Beta—(Gematrian number value-2): “With the help of Tyche [Fortune] you will have an assistant, the Pythian [Apollo]”   

Lady Luck will send you help, but this help may come in the form of a hint, a clue, or a prophecy, so keep your eyes and ears open. 

In traditional Gematria, the number 2 represents destruction, death, and catastrophe. 

Pennick reports that in the Mithraic religion, Beta had demonic connotations. Angra Mainyu, the Mithraic god of wrongdoing, had 

the epithet, ‘the second’, implying he was a challenge to unity, and a breaker of unity.  

Gamma——(Gematrian number value-3):”Gaia [the Earth] will give you the ripe fruit of your labors.” You have put in the 

effort. Now, you will reap the reward. You will receive your just-desserts soon, for good or for ill. Karma is at work here. In        

traditional Gematria, the number 3 represents religion, destiny, the soul, and charms.  

Pennick says Gamma also carries with it the meaning of Godliness and the sacred. 

Delta—(Gematrian number value-4): “In customs inopportune, strength is weak.” Bringing your own particular strengths 

to bear at the wrong time and in the wrong situation can work against you, and you are in danger of having this happen right now. In 

traditional Gematria the number 4 represents solidity, wisdom, and power. 

Pennick says Delta also stands for the four elements, the four directions, the four horses of the chariot known as the quadriga, and in 

Christian eschatology, the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 

Epsilon—(Gematrian number value-5): “You desire to see the offspring of righteous marriages.” You want to see some 

sort of pay-off from an advantageous alliance. This can be anything from actual children or grandchildren, to profits resulting from a     

business partnership, to benefits gained from associating with ‘the right people.’ In traditional Gematria, the number 5 represents the 

Stars, happiness, graces, and  marriage. 

Pennick says Epsilon stands for Aion, or ether, the fifth element known as ‘the Quintessence’ in alchemical lore. It seems to suggest 

the ethereal; something existing in or emerging from the ethers. 

Zeta—(Gematrian number value-7): “Flee the very great storm, lest you be disabled in some way.” A big storm, literal or  

figurative, is coming and you do not have the strength to fight it. Get out of its way, if you can. Sometimes flight is wiser than fight. 

Save your energy for a contest you have a greater chance of winning. In traditional Gematria, the number 7 represents the course of 

life, repose, liberty, and perfect happiness. 

According to Pennick, Zeta also means ‘an offering’ or ‘sacrifice.’ 

Eta—(Gematrian number value-8): “Bright Helios [Sun] who watches everything, watches you.” Helios was an enforcer 

of oaths and promises. You’re being watched right now. Possibly a favorable eye. Don’t even think about going off the straight and 

narrow path.  In traditional Gematria, then number 8 represents justice and preservation.  

Pennick says Eta also stands for joy and love, and the divine harmony of the seven planets and seven spheres of pre-Copernican    

astronomy. 

Theta——(Gematrian number value-9): “You have the helping of the Gods of this path.” Whatever  path you are on, know 

that the Gods who oversee this path will assist you, so proceed with confidence—you are under Divine protection & support.           

In  traditional Gematria, the number 9 represents imperfection, diminution, grief, pain, and expectation. 

Being the eighth letter in the Greek alphabet, Pennick says this letter stands for the Crystal Sphere, the eighth sphere which stood 

outside the aforementioned seven spheres, and upon which it was believed all the fixed stars were attached. 
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Rho—(Gematrian number value-100): “You will go on more easily if you wait a short time.” Proceeding with your plans 

now will result in meeting obstacle after obstacle, and may work against you. Take a short break from pursuing your goal, and you 

will find that after doing so, obtaining your objective will happen easily and with little effort. In traditional Gematria, the number 

100 represents Divine favor. 

Pennick says Rho represents fruitfulness, reproduction, and the power of vegetative growth. 

Pi— —(Gematrian number value-80): “Completing many contests, you will seize the crown.” You have persevered through 

many trials and tests, and have survived every effort to ‘winnow’ the field. You have endured. Victory is justly yours. It’s been a 

long, hard slog. In traditional Gematria, the number 80 represents a cure.  

Pennick says Pi represents the Sun in all its glory, surrounded by the sixteen rays of light which has been identified with Apollo, 

Mithras and Christ.    

Omicron—(Gematrian number value-70): “There are no crops to be reaped that were not sown.” If you don’t put in any 

effort, you don’t receive any reward. Do not expect any sudden, un-earned benefit to drop from the sky onto you now. An            

investment of effort today pays off in the future. If you are expecting so mething for nothing, you are going to be disappointed. In 

traditional Gematria, the number 70 represents initiation, science, and The Graces. 

Pennick states simply that Omicron represents the Sun. 

Xi—(Gematrian number value-60): “There is no fruit to take from a withered shoot.”  You can’t get anything good from 

something, someone, or some situation that has nothing to give. You can’t get water from a stone. You can’t squeeze blood from a 

turnip. Realize this. In traditional Gematria, the number 60 represents widowhood. 

Nu—(Gematrian number value-50): “The strife-bearing gift fulfills the oracle.” A gift will be given which brings a great 

deal of  trouble and unrest along with it; the greater the gift, the greater the potential for strife. You may come to rue the gift. In   

traditional Gematria, the number 50 represents pardon and/or liberty. 

Mu—(Gematrian number value-40): “It will be necessary to labor, but the change will be admirable.” You will have to 

work hard and put much effort in to change something, but the result will be worth it. Hard work will result in a commensurately-

good return. In traditional Gematria, the number 40 represents fetes and weddings.     

Pennick says Mu represents the stars, specifically the Fourteen Stars, which were given their own sigils in medieval astrology. 

Lambda—(Gematrian number value-30): “The one passing on the left bodes well for everything.” A seemingly sinister, 

bad, or unpromising thing, person, or event may prove to be a blessing in disguise. A promising sign comes from an unpromising 

quarter. Help or rescue may come from an unlikely source. In traditional Gematria, the number 30 represents fame, and/or a        

wedding. 

Pennick says Lamda is associated with plant growth, and the series of mathematical progressions associated with the particular figure 

in classical geometry upon whose principals organic growth proceeds. Possibly a reference to ‘the Golden Mean (or Section).’ 

Kappa—(Gematrian number value-20): “To fight the waves is difficult; endure, friend.” In time, the ocean waves can 

wear down  anything. You’re in a similar trying situation and you have no choice but to endure it, and to hope for better days. Keep 

fighting. In traditional Gematria, the number 20 represents austerity and sadness. 

Pennick reports that Kappa was sacred to the God Kronos, the god of time, and that it is the bringer of bad luck, disease, or even 

death. 

Iota—(Gematrian number value-10): “There is Sweat; it excels more than anything.” You’re going to have to put in a great 

deal of hard work and effort in order to obtain the result you want. Nothing less is demanded of you now. In traditional Gematria, the 

number 10 represents success, reason, and future happiness. 

Pennick says Iota is sacred to the Three Fates, and represents destiny. 
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Sigma—(Gematrian number value-200): “Phoibos [Apollo] speaks plainly: ‘Stay, friend.’ ” Make no moves at this time; 

neither advance nor retreat. Either wait, or stand your ground, as the situation demands. Sometimes the best action is no action, and 

this is one of those times. This is the oracle’s ‘bright’, ’pure’, Apollo-in-his-Phoibos-aspect advice. In traditional Gematria, the   

number 200 represents irresolution. 

Pennick states flatly that Sigma is Lord of the Dead, and that it has associations with the eighteenth rune Beorc, the rune of mystery. 

Tau—(Gematrian number value-300): “You will have a parting from the companions now around you.” People are going 

to leave your life soon. This can be either  an unwelcome parting from friends, or a welcome parting from enemies. You may be 

forced to separate from family or friends. An ending is at hand. Your life path is taking you in a different direction than theirs. If you 

are in a restrictive life-situation, this change could mean a greater—and welcome—degree of freedom is coming to you soon. In  

traditional Gematria, the number 300 represents safety, belief, faith, and philosophy. 

Pennick states simply that Tau represents the human being. In that, it is similar in meaning to the rune Mannaz, or Mann. 

Upsilon—(Gematrian number value-400): “The affair holds a noble undertaking.” The matter at hand calls for a high-

minded, honorable and moral response or series of actions by those concerned. Either the matter at hand is one of admirable concern, 

or it calls for a pure-minded response from those concerned. This oracle may herald a Hero’s Quest. In traditional Gematria, the 

number 400 represents a long and wearisome voyage. 

Pennick says this stands for water and flowing qualities. This is similar in meaning to the rune Laguz or Lagu. 

Phi——(Gematrian number value-500): “Having done something carelessly, you will thereafter blame The Gods.” You did 

something carelessly, you didn’t bring your best effort to it, you overlooked an important detail, and it turned out badly, or not at all.  

‘Take responsibility for your actions, or lack of action’, this oracle is telling you. ‘his is your fault, and nobody else’s.’ It may be 

painful to face, but take an honest look at where you went wrong. In traditional Gematria, the number 500 represents holiness. 

Pennick says Phi represents the phallus, and the male generative principle.  

Chi—(Gematrian number value-600): “Succeeding, friend, you will fulfill a golden oracle.” You will attain your ends, 

achieve a desired goal, obtain a wish, or achieve the satisfactory resolution of a situation. Whatever the success is, you will savor the 

result. The ‘golden’ in this oracle can be either literal—a monetary payoff—or metaphorical, as in rich, noble, excellent, shining, 

outstanding, any outcome you can see as being ‘golden’. This oracle heralds success on a soul-satisfying level. In traditional        

Gematria, the number 600 represents perfection. 

Pennick says this letter represents property. It is also similar in meaning to the rune Gyfu/Gebo in the sense that it can represent a 

gift from, or for, the Gods. 

Psi—(Gematrian number value-700): “You have this righteous judgement from The Gods.” A matter of personal         

importance is going to transpire, or come to some sort of resolution soon. The result is going to be one which a majority of The Gods 

concur is a fair, just, fitting, appropriate, and warranted, but this does not necessarily mean you will like this decision, benefit from 

it, or see it as fair. All it means is a Divine majority concurs it is the correct judgement. In traditional Gematria, the number 700  

represents strength. 

Pennick says this letter is the sort of heavenly light embodied in a deity such as the sky-god Zeus. 

Omega——(Gematrian number value-800): “You will have a difficult harvest season, not a useful one.” This could actually 

herald a poor harvest season. Or, that Autumn may be a difficult season for you. This can be a possible harbinger of a hard time to 

come.  This oracle can also refer to someone who’s had a rough childhood and youth; they’ve had to grow up before their time. One 

clear meaning of this letter is you will have to exert much effort in order to obtain even minor rewards. In traditional Gematria, the 

number 800 represents empire. 

In contrast to the gloomy prediction above, Pennick says Omega stands for riches and abundance, and a successful conclusion to the 

business, whatever that business may be. 

Euphonia Carstairs, 02/2022 


